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Why is ABA the distinctive Why is ABA the distinctive 
treatment for autism?treatment for autism?

ABA is the discipline that 
has most consistently 
studied and considered the 
problem of what behavior 
changes, made in what 
order and by what 
techniques, will confer the 
maximal benefit to the 
child. - Don Baer, Letters to 
a Lawyer (2005)
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Misconception One:  ABA is like Misconception One:  ABA is like 

everything elseeverything else

�� ABA is just another therapy for the autisticABA is just another therapy for the autistic--

spectrum disorders.  It is just another of the spectrum disorders.  It is just another of the 

many choices available, with nothing in many choices available, with nothing in 

particular to distinguish it.particular to distinguish it.

�� Upon diagnosis, parents are often given a list Upon diagnosis, parents are often given a list 

of possible treatment options.  ABA is of possible treatment options.  ABA is 

generally on it, somewhere among the dozens.generally on it, somewhere among the dozens.



Correcting M 1:  ABA is not a Correcting M 1:  ABA is not a 

therapy for autismtherapy for autism

�� Cooper, Heron & Heward (1987, p. 15) Cooper, Heron & Heward (1987, p. 15) ““Applied behavior Applied behavior 
analysis is the science in which procedures derived from the analysis is the science in which procedures derived from the 
principles of behavior are systematically applied to improve principles of behavior are systematically applied to improve 
socially significant behavior to a meaningful degree and to socially significant behavior to a meaningful degree and to 
demonstrate experimentally that the procedures employed demonstrate experimentally that the procedures employed 
were responsible for the improvement in behavior.were responsible for the improvement in behavior.””

�� ABA is Not a Therapy for Autism (Chiesa, 2005, from ABA is Not a Therapy for Autism (Chiesa, 2005, from 
Keenan, Henderson, Kerr & DillenburgerKeenan, Henderson, Kerr & Dillenburger)).  .  ABA is not a ABA is not a 
therapy for autism, it is a science.  That science has a therapy for autism, it is a science.  That science has a 
particular methodology which exists independent of any other particular methodology which exists independent of any other 
factors, including the Autistic Spectrum Disorders.factors, including the Autistic Spectrum Disorders.



Correcting M1, continuedCorrecting M1, continued

�� That being said, ABA is currently the only treatment That being said, ABA is currently the only treatment 
methodology that has been empirically verified as methodology that has been empirically verified as 
effective for helping those on diagnosed on the effective for helping those on diagnosed on the 
autisticautistic--spectrum (spectrum (New York State Department of New York State Department of 
Health, Early Intervention Program, 1999; United Health, Early Intervention Program, 1999; United 
States Surgeon General,States Surgeon General, 19981998).).

�� A vast research literature exists that supports the A vast research literature exists that supports the 
application of this science to teaching new skills to application of this science to teaching new skills to 
people diagnosed on the autistic spectrum, promoting people diagnosed on the autistic spectrum, promoting 
independent living and autonomy independent living and autonomy 
(www.asatonline.org).(www.asatonline.org).



Correcting M1, continuedCorrecting M1, continued

�� That science requires dataThat science requires data--based decision making.  based decision making.  
With an understanding of the research literature and With an understanding of the research literature and 
the methodology of scientific reasoning, treatment the methodology of scientific reasoning, treatment 
plans are put into place and data collected that allow plans are put into place and data collected that allow 
us to know if that treatment plan is achieving the us to know if that treatment plan is achieving the 
desired aims (see also below regarding functional desired aims (see also below regarding functional 
analysis).analysis).

�� With an understanding of the science and the research With an understanding of the science and the research 
literature, proven techniques may be applied in literature, proven techniques may be applied in 
similar situations, and new techniques synthesized.similar situations, and new techniques synthesized.

�� Even strong precedent, however, does not free one Even strong precedent, however, does not free one 
from the burden of datafrom the burden of data--based decisionbased decision--making.making.



Correcting M1, continuedCorrecting M1, continued

�� It may be reasonable to disagree regarding the It may be reasonable to disagree regarding the 

significance of particular data, or research significance of particular data, or research 

methodology, or what skills/behavior should be methodology, or what skills/behavior should be 

targeted, or the ethics of particular techniques.targeted, or the ethics of particular techniques.

�� It is It is notnot reasonable to argue with science, however, reasonable to argue with science, however, 

unless one wishes to change the level of discourse unless one wishes to change the level of discourse 

from science to philosophy.  If this is the case, we from science to philosophy.  If this is the case, we 

will have to acknowledge that we are now in another will have to acknowledge that we are now in another 

area with different assumptions regarding proper area with different assumptions regarding proper 

evidence and discourse.evidence and discourse.



Misconception 2:  ABA can be Misconception 2:  ABA can be 

understood as understood as ““a related servicea related service””

�� ““How many hours a week of ABA is he How many hours a week of ABA is he 

getting?getting?””

�� ““WeWe’’re going off to do THE ABA now!re going off to do THE ABA now!””



Correcting M2:  ABA is not a Correcting M2:  ABA is not a 

related service!related service!

�� We can rationally discuss how many hours a week of We can rationally discuss how many hours a week of 
programming a student is provided.  programming a student is provided.  

�� ABA is, however, a 24 hour a day effort and ABA is, however, a 24 hour a day effort and 
discussions of numbers of hours can thus be discussions of numbers of hours can thus be 
misleading.  Would you, for example, only have a misleading.  Would you, for example, only have a 
treatment plan in place for selftreatment plan in place for self--injury while in injury while in 
program and not while at home?  Would you program and not while at home?  Would you 
intensively teach requesting while in program and intensively teach requesting while in program and 
then not generalize to breakfast choices?then not generalize to breakfast choices?

�� WeWe’’re in this for all day!re in this for all day!



Misconception 3:  ABA should be Misconception 3:  ABA should be 

incorporated into eclectic programsincorporated into eclectic programs

�� If we do more things, thereIf we do more things, there’’s a chance that s a chance that 

wewe’’ll hit on something the student will respond ll hit on something the student will respond 

to.to.

�� ““LetLet’’s be fair to all providers!s be fair to all providers!””



Correcting M3:  eclecticism is not Correcting M3:  eclecticism is not 

empirically validatedempirically validated
�� From Howard, Sparkman, Cohen, Green & Stanislaw (2005):  From Howard, Sparkman, Cohen, Green & Stanislaw (2005):  

““Young children with autism or PDDYoung children with autism or PDD--NOS who received NOS who received 
intensive behavior analytic treatment (IBT) for about 14 intensive behavior analytic treatment (IBT) for about 14 
months outperformed comparable children who received months outperformed comparable children who received 
““eclecticeclectic”” intervention services for the same period of time on intervention services for the same period of time on 
virtually every followup measure. . . .Mean change scores in virtually every followup measure. . . .Mean change scores in 
all skill domains were substantially lower for the AP group all skill domains were substantially lower for the AP group 
than for their counterparts who received IBT, in fact reflectingthan for their counterparts who received IBT, in fact reflecting
losses rather than gains in some areas over 14 months of losses rather than gains in some areas over 14 months of 
treatment.treatment.”” (presentation note:  IBT = Intensive ABA(presentation note:  IBT = Intensive ABA--based based 
intervention, AP = intensive eclectic treatment) intervention, AP = intensive eclectic treatment) 

�� ““oh, you want to be a pizzaoh, you want to be a pizza””



Misconception 4:  ABA = Discrete Misconception 4:  ABA = Discrete 

Trial TeachingTrial Teaching

�� ““I was trained to do ABA one weekend.I was trained to do ABA one weekend.””

�� Again, Again, ““how many hours of ABA is he how many hours of ABA is he 

getting?getting?””



Correcting M4:  Of course DTT is a Correcting M4:  Of course DTT is a 

powerful technique, butpowerful technique, but……

�� It isnIt isn’’t the bet the be--all and endall and end--all of ABA.all of ABA.

�� Look through Cooper, Heron and Heward (1987).  Look through Cooper, Heron and Heward (1987).  
651 pages of that bad boy, and how many references 651 pages of that bad boy, and how many references 
to DTT do you find?to DTT do you find?

�� What about shaping, chaining, prompting, fading, What about shaping, chaining, prompting, fading, 
various differential reinforcement procedures, in vivo various differential reinforcement procedures, in vivo 
modeling, video modeling, scripting, activity modeling, video modeling, scripting, activity 
schedules, incidental teaching, a myriad of behavior schedules, incidental teaching, a myriad of behavior 
management strategies, and dozens of others we management strategies, and dozens of others we 
could name off the tops of our heads?could name off the tops of our heads?



Misconception 5:  ABA is just a grab Misconception 5:  ABA is just a grab 

bag of techniquesbag of techniques

�� Often schools use techniques without Often schools use techniques without 

understanding the principles:  understanding the principles:  ““We tried We tried 

reinforcement with him, it didnreinforcement with him, it didn’’t work!t work!””



Correcting M5:  Techniques are Correcting M5:  Techniques are 

chosen based on logic and literaturechosen based on logic and literature

�� Techniques chosen randomly, with no thought to the Techniques chosen randomly, with no thought to the 

function of the behavior under consideration, will function of the behavior under consideration, will 

likely backfire and make matters worse.likely backfire and make matters worse.

�� ABA is a selfABA is a self--correcting system, as the datacorrecting system, as the data--based based 

decisiondecision--making ensures that we do not stay with making ensures that we do not stay with 

ineffective or counterproductive treatments for long.ineffective or counterproductive treatments for long.

�� Think about our artThink about our art--avoidant studentavoidant student’’s aggression.s aggression.



Misconception 6:  ABA is based on Misconception 6:  ABA is based on 

aversives (punishment)aversives (punishment)

�� One web page cited 2 studies presented at the One web page cited 2 studies presented at the 

ABA convention, out of the entire four day ABA convention, out of the entire four day 

conference of thousands of presentations, as conference of thousands of presentations, as 

evidence that ABA was based on aversives.evidence that ABA was based on aversives.



Correcting M6:  ABA is based on Correcting M6:  ABA is based on 

reinforcement, not aversives!reinforcement, not aversives!

�� The Least Restrictive Treatment Model is an ethical The Least Restrictive Treatment Model is an ethical 
stance endorsed by the Behavior Analyst Certification stance endorsed by the Behavior Analyst Certification 
Board, and thus by BCBABoard, and thus by BCBA’’s (see Bailey & Burch, s (see Bailey & Burch, 
2005 2005 Ethics for Behavior Analysts)Ethics for Behavior Analysts)..

�� Sidman (1989) provided an excellent argument Sidman (1989) provided an excellent argument 
against the use of aversives nearly 20 years ago, against the use of aversives nearly 20 years ago, 
describing common and highly undesirable sidedescribing common and highly undesirable side--
effects of punishment procedures.  This was predated effects of punishment procedures.  This was predated 
by any number of hierarchical discussions of less by any number of hierarchical discussions of less 
intrusive treatments (e.g., Foxx, 1982).intrusive treatments (e.g., Foxx, 1982).

�� ““Catch them being goodCatch them being good”” is the operative slogan.is the operative slogan.



Misconception 7:  ABA only teaches Misconception 7:  ABA only teaches 

simple responsessimple responses

�� Kohlberg (1983, p. x):  Kohlberg (1983, p. x):  ““Though valid for explaining Though valid for explaining 
many research findings, Skinnermany research findings, Skinner’’s theory is not a s theory is not a 
valid educational theory in the sense of being a basis valid educational theory in the sense of being a basis 
for good educational practice, a good theory for for good educational practice, a good theory for 
teachers to learn and followteachers to learn and follow……A theory that ignores A theory that ignores 
freedom and dignity in the learning process leads to freedom and dignity in the learning process leads to 
the practice of constructing the practice of constructing ‘‘teacher proofteacher proof’’ materials.  materials.  
It also leads to kits designed to be It also leads to kits designed to be ‘‘student proof,student proof,’’
that is, to modify the studentthat is, to modify the student’’s behavior without his s behavior without his 
understanding or assent to the theory and methods understanding or assent to the theory and methods 
applied to him.applied to him.””



Correcting M7:  ABA considers and Correcting M7:  ABA considers and 

teaches complex skills!teaches complex skills!

�� ItIt’’s been 50 years since s been 50 years since Verbal Behavior Verbal Behavior was was 
published.published.

�� Skinner wrote entire book chapters on thinking (e.g., Skinner wrote entire book chapters on thinking (e.g., 
Skinner, 1974).  DataSkinner, 1974).  Data--based research regarding based research regarding ““rulerule--
governed behaviorgoverned behavior”” goes back decades.goes back decades.

�� The first issue of the The first issue of the Analysis of Verbal BehaviorAnalysis of Verbal Behavior

journal was published in 1982.journal was published in 1982.

�� We could look throughout the history of ABA for We could look throughout the history of ABA for 
research describing the teaching of complex language research describing the teaching of complex language 
and social skills.  I provide these only as examples.and social skills.  I provide these only as examples.



Misconception 8:  Behavior Analysts Misconception 8:  Behavior Analysts 

WonWon’’t Talk to Anyone Elset Talk to Anyone Else

�� ABA providers are arrogant and wonABA providers are arrogant and won’’t listen to t listen to 

anyone else.  Related service providers such as anyone else.  Related service providers such as 

speech therapists are given no thought.speech therapists are given no thought.



Correcting M8:  Check out the Correcting M8:  Check out the 

Special Interest Group list of ABASpecial Interest Group list of ABA

�� It includes groups for gerontologists, speech It includes groups for gerontologists, speech 
therapists, personal trainers, organizational therapists, personal trainers, organizational 
psychologists, clinical psychologists, sex therapists, psychologists, clinical psychologists, sex therapists, 
teachers, and a variety of other professionals.teachers, and a variety of other professionals.

�� It is a basic ethical principle that behavior analysts It is a basic ethical principle that behavior analysts 
work in concert with other professionals and parents.  work in concert with other professionals and parents.  
Behavior analysts may advocate for dataBehavior analysts may advocate for data--based and based and 
thus selfthus self--correcting systems, but this is different from correcting systems, but this is different from 
refusing to work with others (Bailey & Burch, 2005).refusing to work with others (Bailey & Burch, 2005).

�� ABA has an extensive literature regarding ABA has an extensive literature regarding howhow to to 
teach.  Work with other professionals often helps to teach.  Work with other professionals often helps to 
know know whatwhat to teach, and with the proper mechanics.to teach, and with the proper mechanics.



Misconception 9:  ABA is Misconception 9:  ABA is ““donedone””

�� ABA is said to be a closed system of simple ABA is said to be a closed system of simple 

procedures that were have been in place for procedures that were have been in place for 

decades and are unchanging.decades and are unchanging.



Correcting M9:  ABA is an evolving Correcting M9:  ABA is an evolving 

disciplinediscipline

�� Many techniques that were not in wide use Many techniques that were not in wide use 

until comparatively recently (e.g., activity until comparatively recently (e.g., activity 

schedules, scripting, video modeling, stimulus schedules, scripting, video modeling, stimulus 

equivalence, fluencyequivalence, fluency--based procedures, direct based procedures, direct 

instruction, selfinstruction, self--management training, etc.) management training, etc.) 

have been empirically validated and are now have been empirically validated and are now 

widely implemented (in a datawidely implemented (in a data--based manner, based manner, 

of course).of course).



Misconception 10:  ABA research is Misconception 10:  ABA research is 

not valid, due to methodologynot valid, due to methodology

�� ABA generally utilizes singleABA generally utilizes single--subject subject 

methodologies in its research.  How can we methodologies in its research.  How can we 

generalize to the wider population from such generalize to the wider population from such 

limited numbers of subjects?limited numbers of subjects?



Correcting M10:  SingleCorrecting M10:  Single--subject subject 

research is a necessary methodresearch is a necessary method

�� How could one possibly do functional analysis with a How could one possibly do functional analysis with a 
group design?  What causes selfgroup design?  What causes self--injury?injury?

�� ““II’’d rather work with one organism for 1,000 hours, d rather work with one organism for 1,000 hours, 
than 1,000 organisms for one hour each.than 1,000 organisms for one hour each.””

�� ““The student is always right,The student is always right,”” and we alter teaching and we alter teaching 
strategies in keeping with the behavior of the student.strategies in keeping with the behavior of the student.

�� SingleSingle--subject methods allow us to isolate the effects subject methods allow us to isolate the effects 
of variables, not relying on group averages that may of variables, not relying on group averages that may 
not represent anyone (see also Kazdin, 1982, not represent anyone (see also Kazdin, 1982, 
Christopher Skinner, 2005).Christopher Skinner, 2005).



Misconception 11:  ABA is only for Misconception 11:  ABA is only for 

behavior reductionbehavior reduction

�� ““HeHe’’s having a behavior!s having a behavior!”” (meaning that a behavior (meaning that a behavior 

analyst should be brought in to stop it).analyst should be brought in to stop it).

�� Personal note:  ITPersonal note:  IT’’S ALL S ALL 

BEHAVIOR!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!BEHAVIOR!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!



Correcting M11:  It is basic to ABA Correcting M11:  It is basic to ABA 

to teach new skillsto teach new skills

�� ““The Dead ManThe Dead Man’’s (Persons (Person’’s) Tests) Test”” is a central is a central 

concept.  A good behavior plan should specify concept.  A good behavior plan should specify 

what the person should do, how much, and what the person should do, how much, and 

under what circumstances.  A plan that only under what circumstances.  A plan that only 

says says ““Jimmy will Jimmy will notnot……”” fails this criterion.fails this criterion.

�� A treatment plan should have explicitlyA treatment plan should have explicitly--stated, stated, 

objective behavioral criteria by which its objective behavioral criteria by which its 

progress is judged.progress is judged.



Correcting M11, continuedCorrecting M11, continued

�� It is basic that behavior analysts consider It is basic that behavior analysts consider 

““socially significantsocially significant”” behavior.  We work to behavior.  We work to 

achieve changes that will make a difference in achieve changes that will make a difference in 

the studentthe student’’s life, both in terms of the teaching s life, both in terms of the teaching 

target and the level to which it is taught.target and the level to which it is taught.

�� ABA works to ABA works to increaseincrease autonomy.  If I donautonomy.  If I don’’t t 

have a skill, how can I have a choice?have a skill, how can I have a choice?



Misconception 12:  ABA is Misconception 12:  ABA is 

manipulativemanipulative

�� See Kohlberg quote above regarding altering See Kohlberg quote above regarding altering 

behavior without studentbehavior without student’’s assent or s assent or 

understanding.understanding.



Correcting M12:  Correcting M12:  ““ManipulationManipulation””

would be counterwould be counter--productiveproductive

�� The final goals of any treatment plan are The final goals of any treatment plan are 

generalization and maintenance of skills.  This generalization and maintenance of skills.  This 

would be impossible if treatment plans were would be impossible if treatment plans were 

not abovenot above--board and wellboard and well--known.known.

�� SelfSelf--management training is a desirable final management training is a desirable final 

step of programming.  How better to ensure step of programming.  How better to ensure 

generalization and maintenance?generalization and maintenance?

�� LetLet’’s go to the video tape!s go to the video tape!



Misconception 13:  ABA is a Misconception 13:  ABA is a 

discipline that destroys autonomydiscipline that destroys autonomy

�� Sir Karl Popper refused to sign THE Sir Karl Popper refused to sign THE 
HUMANIST MANIFESTO TWO HUMANIST MANIFESTO TWO 
because Skinner, because Skinner, ““an enemy of freedom an enemy of freedom 
and democracyand democracy”” had already signed.had already signed.

�� (see FREE INQUIRY 1(2), pp. 3(see FREE INQUIRY 1(2), pp. 3--4 for 4 for 
Anthony Flew and Sidney HookAnthony Flew and Sidney Hook’’s s 
additional objections to Skinneradditional objections to Skinner’’s s 
involvement)involvement)



M13, continuedM13, continued

�� A reviewer of my first book lamented in A reviewer of my first book lamented in 

THE HUMANISTIC PSYCHOLOGIST THE HUMANISTIC PSYCHOLOGIST 

that I had equated humanism with the that I had equated humanism with the 

thinking of the American Humanist thinking of the American Humanist 

Association, of which Association, of which ““even B.F. Skinner even B.F. Skinner 

was a member.was a member.”” (Note: Skinner was (Note: Skinner was 

AHAAHA’’s Humanist of the Year in 1971).s Humanist of the Year in 1971).



Correcting M13:  ABA is a key to Correcting M13:  ABA is a key to 

autonomy for many!autonomy for many!

�� Some thoughts from the 1970Some thoughts from the 1970’’s that are as valid today s that are as valid today 
as ever.as ever.

�� MacCorquodale (1971):  MacCorquodale (1971):  ““Once the variables that Once the variables that 
affect behavior are firmly identified in affect behavior are firmly identified in 
scientific laws, man is free to alter his fatescientific laws, man is free to alter his fate……by by 
manipulating the variables that are already manipulating the variables that are already 
affecting his behavior for better or worse. . . . affecting his behavior for better or worse. . . . 
Behaviorism is not really a bleak conspiracy to Behaviorism is not really a bleak conspiracy to 
delimit mandelimit man’’s choices and freedom by artificial s choices and freedom by artificial 
constraint, any more than physics is a constraint, any more than physics is a 
conspiracy against atomsconspiracy against atoms”” (p. 12)(p. 12)



ABA is the key to autonomy, ABA is the key to autonomy, 

continuedcontinued

Skinner (1971):  Skinner (1971):  ““The behaviorists I The behaviorists I 

knowknow……are gentle people, deeply are gentle people, deeply 

concerned with the problems facing us in concerned with the problems facing us in 

the world today, who see a chance to the world today, who see a chance to 

bring the methods of science to bear on bring the methods of science to bear on 

these problemsthese problems……behaviorism behaviorism is is 

humanism.  It has the distinction of being humanism.  It has the distinction of being 

effective humanismeffective humanism”” (p. 35).(p. 35).



Misconception 14:  ABA has been Misconception 14:  ABA has been 

supplanted by other methodssupplanted by other methods

�� ABA is out of date.  Now we do RDI or DIR ABA is out of date.  Now we do RDI or DIR 

or Positive Behavioral Support or Verbal or Positive Behavioral Support or Verbal 

Behavior or Pivotal Response Training orBehavior or Pivotal Response Training or……..



Correcting M14:  There is Correcting M14:  There is oneone

science!  Can you go beyond ABA?science!  Can you go beyond ABA?

�� Do you not collect data and use this data to Do you not collect data and use this data to 
guide decisions?  Do you not base your guide decisions?  Do you not base your 
programming on the science of learning and programming on the science of learning and 
the research literature?  Do you not emphasize the research literature?  Do you not emphasize 
reinforcement of desirable behavior?  Do you reinforcement of desirable behavior?  Do you 
not individualize programs?  Do you not target not individualize programs?  Do you not target 
socially significant behavior?  Do you not socially significant behavior?  Do you not 
conduct functional analyses?  Do you not conduct functional analyses?  Do you not 
emphasize observable behavior changes?emphasize observable behavior changes?

�� None of that seems like a good idea to me.None of that seems like a good idea to me.



Finally, most serious misconception Finally, most serious misconception 

byby behavior analystsbehavior analysts

�� Behavior analysts alone willBehavior analysts alone will notnot win an win an 

advocacy war.  While behavior analysts might advocacy war.  While behavior analysts might 

succeed in correcting a misconception, it will succeed in correcting a misconception, it will 

come to naught in terms of winning the overall come to naught in terms of winning the overall 

campaign campaign ““for the hearts and mindsfor the hearts and minds”” of the of the 

public.  public.  



Why wonWhy won’’t behavior analysts win?  t behavior analysts win?  

Relative effort &Relative effort &““level of promiselevel of promise””

�� Science isnScience isn’’t as flashy as the t as flashy as the ““fringe treatmentsfringe treatments”” and and 
doesndoesn’’t offer miracle cures. ABA doesnt offer miracle cures. ABA doesn’’t offer a pill t offer a pill 
or shot that will fix things quickly and easily, often or shot that will fix things quickly and easily, often 
only years of extremely hard effort. Sadly, behavior only years of extremely hard effort. Sadly, behavior 
analysts advocating for ABA will always face an analysts advocating for ABA will always face an 
uphill battle.  What we do is also sometimes uphill battle.  What we do is also sometimes 
considered outside the realm of everyday experience.considered outside the realm of everyday experience.

�� Take that from someone whose supposedly mystical Take that from someone whose supposedly mystical 
abilities with toilet training resulted in his being abilities with toilet training resulted in his being 
called called ““the Sh*t Whispererthe Sh*t Whisperer”” in a magazine with a in a magazine with a 
circulation of 1.1 million.circulation of 1.1 million.



Correcting biggest misconceptionCorrecting biggest misconception

�� And thus, consumers must be the true And thus, consumers must be the true 
advocates for ABA.  A professional can advocates for ABA.  A professional can 
always be dismissed as operating from baser always be dismissed as operating from baser 
motives.  The consumer is a more convincing motives.  The consumer is a more convincing 
advocate.  advocate.  Let me Hear Your VoiceLet me Hear Your Voice was was 
arguably the most important publication in the arguably the most important publication in the 
history of public recognition of ABA.  The history of public recognition of ABA.  The 
most useless I have ever felt personally was most useless I have ever felt personally was 
following Jennica to the podium, after she following Jennica to the podium, after she 
showed her data and video from behavioral showed her data and video from behavioral 
interventions with her son.interventions with her son.



An interaction in EnglandAn interaction in England

�� Parent to Bobby:  Parent to Bobby:  ““When we formed this group, we When we formed this group, we 
agreed that we wouldnagreed that we wouldn’’t push each other and try to t push each other and try to 
get the other parents to do the same type of treatment get the other parents to do the same type of treatment 
we were doing.  My husband and I thought we were doing.  My husband and I thought 
(intentionally blank) was the way to go. We silently (intentionally blank) was the way to go. We silently 
plotted to break the rules and convince the other plotted to break the rules and convince the other 
parents to abandon ABA.  It just seemed so against parents to abandon ABA.  It just seemed so against 
everything we believed in.  Then we heard you speak everything we believed in.  Then we heard you speak 
and saw you working with the kids.  Had we seen that and saw you working with the kids.  Had we seen that 
first, we would have gone with ABA.first, we would have gone with ABA.””

�� Bobby to Parent:  Bobby to Parent:  ““ThatThat’’s the nicest thing anyone has s the nicest thing anyone has 
ever said to me.ever said to me.””



Where weWhere we’’re atre at

�� ABA is a science that has created very powerful ABA is a science that has created very powerful 
procedures for increasing autonomy by teaching new procedures for increasing autonomy by teaching new 
skills and replacing maladaptive behaviors.skills and replacing maladaptive behaviors.

�� It faces a serious public relations battle with many It faces a serious public relations battle with many 
misconceptions regarding its very nature being misconceptions regarding its very nature being 
widely held. widely held. 

�� While behavior analysts should not shrink from While behavior analysts should not shrink from 
correcting these misconceptions, alone they never can correcting these misconceptions, alone they never can 
win the overall campaign.win the overall campaign.

�� The parentThe parent--professional partnership is the way we professional partnership is the way we 
must proceed.  ONWARD!must proceed.  ONWARD!
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